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Abstract—Unlike the exact mathematical methods, the heuristic ones are different to provide a solution very near the optimal one, saving time of processor. With the appearance of the Tabu Search, by Fred Glover in 1986, diverse applications have arisen from the procedure to solve diverse problems as for the classic problem of the route of the vehicle (also known as the travelling agent problem) and the allocation of a plant. Here an adaptation to an existing code appears, applied to the problem of the travelling agent, for the reconfiguration of distributed generation units in three examples of distribution networks. The model provides results optimal or very near them in time of relatively little calculation, in comparison with the manual reconfiguration.

Index Terms—Tabu search, optimal allocation of distributed generation, minimization of power losses, approximate solution.

ABBREVIATIONS

I. INTRODUCTION

The provision of electrical energy not base of exclusive form in the delivery of the energy, but that also must of being this one of good quality. This can be obtained adding DG units (generation less than 10 Mw) throughout the SD [10]. Nevertheless, the use of DG in a SD to improve the quality energy can carry a negative impact if isn’t in an optimal position.

The interest that appears around the improvement in the power quality with DG units has provided heuristic that provides a solution very near to the optimal. In [1] is made an application of the heuristic one of GA for a multi-objective problem of optimization, where it is possible to be selected between some possibilities to improve: the losses of distribution or transmission, feeder power factor and the profiles of voltage, among others.

In [2] describes an implementation of GA for the reconfiguration of a SD for the TPL minimization. It’s based on whole programming for the closing and opening of switches and to reshape the SD obtaining itself a configuration very approximated to the optimal one. Obtains a reduction of TPL in a 10%.

The development of projects focused to heuristic isn’t limited the use of genetic algorithms. In [3] formulates a power losses minimization problem, optimizing the capacity and the location of DG, cradle in TS, restricting the optimization to one DG by position. Nara K, et. al., it discusses on TS to find the location of DG, cradle in TS, restricting the optimization to one DG by position. Nara K, et. al., it discusses on TS to find how much distribution power loss can be reduced if the DG is assigned optimally in the demand of a SD.

In [4], Mori H., et. al., affirms “TS is a transition algorithm that stores the found solutions to discover better solutions under different conditions of restriction”. Apply the heuristic in parallel for the location of capacitor throughout a radial distribution demonstrating its effectiveness on GA and GA in parallel in terms of exactitude and computational rapidity.

II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL.

In the present document the adaptation of a TS code will be approached [5][6] designed for TSP [5] for DGAP solution, where at least one is a DG. The logic of the TSP has similar with the DGAP. In the TSP the objective is to diminish the cost of the total trip by means of the combination of trips. And the DGAP objective is to minimize the TPL by means of the minimal injection possible of power in each node of the SD. The objective function and its restrictions [11]:
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\[
\begin{align*}
\min \zeta &= f(P,Q,n) \\
\text{subject to:} & \\
\beta(P_{G},Q_{G},ng) &= 0 \\
P_{G}^{\min} &\leq P_{G} \leq P_{G}^{\max} \\
Q_{G}^{\min} &\leq Q_{G} \leq Q_{G}^{\max} \\
V_{G}^{\min} &\leq V(P_{G},Q_{G},n) \leq V_{G}^{\max} \\
\epsilon(V,\delta) &\leq \epsilon^{\max} \\
n_{G}^{\min} &\leq n \leq n_{G}^{\max} \\
ng_{G}^{\min} &\leq ng \leq ng_{G}^{\max}
\end{align*}
\]

III. OPERATION OF ALGORITHM

Next will present a flow chart appear on the procedure that was used like reference for the solution of the DGAP; for its later adaptation to the code of TS–TSP:

![Flow Chart](image)

Fig. 1. Iterative process

The first step consists of the accomplishment of a PFA (fig 3–1) [8] with the initial configuration of the SD, to store the results of the configuration, location of L and DG, in addition to the voltages in the buses and the TPL in the SD, like values objective. The voltages will be ordered ascending, \(\text{lista}\), (fig 1–1) later to select the minimum voltage as reference and to initiate the changes in \(\text{bus\_tipo}\) (fig 1–2), next will explain this process.

Once selected the minimum voltage, the position of the minimum voltage in the profile of voltages is stored that has left the power flow in \(\text{loc\_bus}\). While the stored data:

- Isn’t in the tabu list [9], Fig 1–3.
- Isn’t in the node of a CT, Fig 1–4.
- Isn’t in the node of a DG, fig 1–4.

It’s come closest to the search from the generator at the beginning of the SD and is stored in \(\text{cam\_bus}\) (fig 2–6). In case that they are not fulfilled the rules previous become to the process from selection and the following member in list is taken, until the three mentioned rules are fulfilled (fig 1–5).

---

Once established \(\text{loc\_bus}\) and \(\text{cam\_bus}\), assigns like as DG and L in \(\text{loc\_bus}\) and \(\text{cam\_bus}\), respectively, this in \(\text{bus\_tipo}\). The positions keep in two identifiers to later add them to the tabu list and to increase their frequency of repetition; to avoid cycles in the selection. Also, the values are modified in where now it’s the generator in\(\text{maq\_ubicada}\) and \(\text{maq\_con}\), changing this value by \(\text{loc\_bus}\). Finally the values are modified in where now is the L, in the \(\text{car\_ubicada}\) variable, by the value of \(\text{cam\_bus}\). To this sequence it is denominated to him like movement, Fig 2–6.

In order to evaluate the performance of the conducted movement a PFA is executed updating: the type of bus, the location and way of control of the generators and the location of the loads in the SD, by means of the variables: \(\text{bus\_tipo}, \text{maq\_ubicada}, \text{maq\_con}, \text{car\_ubicada}\), respectively (Fig. 2–7). It’s evaluated if the TPL in the present movement are smaller to the TPL of the previous movement, of being therefore the objective values will be updated (Fig 2–8). Otherwise, the selection process is repeated taking into account the modified configuration and the profiles voltages. This process repeats so many times as the amount of elements that constitute the SD (fig 1–5). Finalized this process the movements conducted to tabu and frequency lists (fig 2–9). The frequency list consists of adding a unit whenever a movement is accepted and has its application in the diversification [6] (Fig. 3–5).

The next step in the optimization process is the aspiration criteria [5] (Fig. 3–4). It consists of analyzing if the current movement is within tabu list. If this movement is better than anyone of previously analyzed, the implied of the movement are eliminated of tabu tenure, and the objective values are updated (fig 3–9). Otherwise, the movement will be punished increasing its frequency of repetition and the value of the voltage in two units (user defined). When finding an optimal one in this point generally finalizes the iterative process. However, most of the times when arriving at this point are a local optimum, the exposed model excludes this instruction when finding an optimal (local or global) and continues making iterations in search of a better solution (Fig.3–4 section "yes").
Like last passage of the TS procedure, the process of the diversification will be explained (fig 3–5). When it’s reached a certain amount of iterations without improvement results, tabu list for the selection of the movements is ignored. Nevertheless, the movement will take place by means of the frequency matrix. Firstly taking loc_bus like the DG and cam_bus like the L with less frequency. Executing a PFA again and comparing the TPL of the present movement with those of the previous movement and, if they are smaller, the objectives of the system are updated once again (fig 3–7). Of another form, it analyzes if the solution is the best one than it has been, and otherwise the model returns to the iterative process (fig 3–2). All process is repeated continuously until arriving at the end of the number of iterations that the programmer has designated (fig 3–8).

Fig. 3. Flow chart TS – DGAP

IV. RESULTS

The first SD studied is a ring of distribution of medium voltage and account with one CT, three L, and two DG (fig 4); six buses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Voltages p.u.</th>
<th>TPL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bus 1 - CT</td>
<td>1.0500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus 2 - L</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus 3 - L</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus 4 - DG</td>
<td>1.0500</td>
<td>0.6861 - j0.2762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus 5 - DG</td>
<td>1.0700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus 6 - L</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table. I. Information of the SD initial configuration

TS code provides information to the user of which it’s happening in the iterative process, warning if there are or non-improvements, the use of diversification, the number of iteration and the use of the aspiration criteria, among others. When finishing the optimization process shows the best obtained results (fig 5).
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The results appear of the same form in which the initial data were introduced, per unit (p.u.), the shown configuration in the end, is the smaller power loss obtained in SD. The other iterations just show if the movement had an improvement that satisfies the restrictions or isn’t. If the aspiration criteria are used, like the diversification, is a text message.

Finally, two bidimensional graphs are generated that show the improvement through the iterations in TPL active (fig. 6a) and the reactive (fig. 6b).

The efficiency of the model is explored using another SD like the previous, consisting of 13 buses with: 10 L, two DG and one CT (fig 7).
Again, the program throws satisfactory results in a few iterations. Fig. 10.

But, if a DG is added to try to even diminish the TPL of the SD the problem increases of complexity. If a TS–DGAP is made adding a DG (0.15 p.u.) in position 720, in addition to the DG (0.35 p.u.) located in 775, the graph result like is next: Fig. 11. Results of TS – DGAP for IEEE 37 buses

But in emphasis that the movements always are made of selective form and using the configuration that has been used previously. Therefore the graphs of the results could seem not to be agreed to the results that a traditional TS provides. In the last figure it’s even possible to be observed that sometimes there is an raise in some of the graphs, nevertheless in the other is a diminution, the TS-DGAP will try to balance both powers (it activates and it reactivates).

In agreement it increases the amount of buses that constitute the SD increases the time of processes used to make the optimization.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A program TS has been obtained that one makes exhaustive selection, analyzing all the possibilities of a configuration in a single iteration. This is important to fortify the mechanism search. Therefore, they are graphical you will climb, instead of the classic geometrically descendent curves. The implementation of TS for the DGAP throws satisfactory results as far as the time of calculation: 100 iterations in 1½ minutes or less for six buses, depending of the CPU. And the obtaining of an optimal solution, from the exercise of the fig 6, without stopping in the optimal premises (Table II). This thanks to the small modification of the main rules of classic TS eliminating the instruction to finalize the process when using an aspiration criteria. The presented model is similar to an exact mathematical model, with the difference of which it uses useful principles like: the punishment of movements made and the search in zones non–explored by means of the diversification.
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